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Messages from delegates at AGM 

We need to be able to explain succinctly to others what BA is and does. The AGM was a good 
time to ask delegates what is important to them about the Biolinks Alliance and how they 
would explain that to others in a few words. Linda Parlane gathered these statements and 
Peter Mitchell bundled them into themes.    

Critical time in biodiversity history.  Reverse the damage wrought by settlement.  Situation not 
good in central Victoria eg. gliders can’t move.  We need biodiversity for our health.  
Biodiversity needs our help. 

Future Visions:  We are lucky to live in Victoria where we have species that occur nowhere 
else in the world.  The only way to protect them is to protect and rebuild habitats.  For the 
Grandkids:  createenvironments where species survive climate change; create beautiful 
environments for people to enjoy; make it better!  It all seems too big but we can improve our 
local area; repair damage from previous generations 

Role of BA:  There are many landcare groups but to be truly effective there is an important 
need for groups like Biolinks Alliance.  BA represents a way of ensuring the collective impact 
of all our efforts really address species extinction, climate change and the need for restoration.  
BA has the power to change things on the ground. Creating and enabling Victorians to achieve 
positive change for their environment. Lots of people are doing good things for nature 
conservation in Central Victoria; the Biodiversity Alliance is helping them work together, 
think big and try new approaches. 

There is a band of knowledgeable volunteers who want to fix the problem.  They need 
donations to accelerate their works. BA is a new group plus landholders to support them and 
help plan how to create big wildlife corridors – actually deliver on ground.  BA has on ground 
network connections – people with passion to undertake works.  Linking the planning with on 
ground delivery and changing things on the ground.  BA itself – knowledge, effective use of 
funds. 

Icon species – broad appeal – warm fuzzies. 

 

In Summary: 

We need biodiversity for our health.  Biodiversity needs our help.  There is a band of 
knowledgeable volunteers who want to fix the problem.  They need donations to 
accelerate their works. 


